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store sales records show that most of the original price of $ 800-1500 Nike sneakers, where the price is 299 yuan, 399 yuan. After
the inventory, there are more than 400 pairs of shoes on the shop counter, there are more than 600 pairs of temporary warehouse, a
total of more than 1000 pairs. 
inspection, law enforcement officers found the shop no business license and can not produce supply manufacturers marketing
authorization procedures and formalities. Currently, law enforcement officers on the shop more than 1000 pairs of suspected
counterfeit "Nike" shoes were temporarily detained, the case is under further investigation. (Chinese shoes Network - the most
authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe clothing and shoes information.)
Nike SB recently really busy constantly, Nike SB Dunk Low earlier sale of "Northern Lights" is "coconut" color has been strongly
sought after by the majority of the sneaker. Today, it released a pair of the latest brand color of the Nike SB Dunk Low, upper whole in
sky blue with gray leather detail parts, black Swoosh embellished shoe, shoes overall very dynamic atmosphere, it is learned that the
shoes already in part of the online shops available, priced at $ 85, number 304292-303, like a friend might concern you.
Air Jordan 5 "3Lab5" black / red color first exposure 2013-12-08 23:44:34
Although we all know that Jordan Brand will shortly launch Air Jordan 5 "3Lab5" as a starting point, continuing to build Lab series of
shoes, but the surprise is in the Air Jordan 5 "3Lab5" After the sale of the first color, and a new color of Air Jordan 5 "3Lab5"
exposure on the network, this new color black as the main body of the shoe, the same, the designer uses burst crack lines cover shoe
body, and in the end, and places pieces of red Jumpman Logo presentation. There is no commercially available color this
information, we will continue to focus the latest trends in the shoe. 
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touch of blue too ecstasy before New Balance 996 sky blue 2013-12-08 22:58:20 2013 quarter to introduce a new color over the
New Balance 996, This time for everyone to bring one of a similar North Carolina blue color version of Figure reward. Sky blue suede
material with mesh fabric, with gray 3M reflective material "N" logo, combining all the elements so that the entire section ecstasy shoe
exudes a very appealing feel. It is reported that the upcoming shoe shelves, friend you want to start really get ready, visual turn this
color version is a spike.
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adidas Stan Smith "Pharrell" Pictures exposed 2015-09-23 15:36:36
Pharrell Williams as Icon people worldwide trend circle, his every move will be everyone's attention. Recently he brought a pair of
newly designed adidas Stan Smith through the network for us! Vamp use masonry, dollar and other signs dotted with red outsole, let
fashion sense doubled! Perhaps it appears the trend also indicates the trend of the next lap, I do not know whether adidas will it sell
it, let us wait together. 
New Balance 574 "CVF Pack" exposure 2013-12-08 23:15:51
Following the previous "Windbreaker" and recently the "Yacht Club Pack", This time, New Balance 574 will soon launch a series
again. The "CVF Pack" includes red, blue, green, three different colors of New Balance 574, from the current spy photos, shoes with
a large area of ??suede to create shoes, texture is quite good, but What are the details of the particular remains to be seen, we will
continue to focus the latest news of this series. 
Undefeated & timesadidas Consortium Los Angeles upset joint 2015-06-21 14:34:11
seems to use training shoes as joint carrier is not common, popular shoes exit even fewer, but Undefeated happens to love sword
easy road. Undefeated season brings Los Angeles to join adidas Consortium cooperation models of training shoes, still in a tough
military style as the main, dark camouflage pattern into a sense quite, but the shoe body side is written the word "Undefeated",
indicates that the shoes identity, from the outsole rubber can see horses cards Logo, believe that performance is beyond doubt. It is
reported that the joint shoes will be June 20 sale price of $ 95. 
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand News] Recently, a number of brand shoes in Guangzhou quality control checks failed, Heibang on
international brands Adidas shoes. In this sampling has also been detected in a product problematic aspects morning when
children's shoes companies interviewed said they the products in question for the previous year of an old product, due to the
processing plant is not strictly result, the company is willing to consumers in good faith apologize, and has the products that do the
shelves.
Guangzhou morning children Ltd. said, based on the responsibility of Chinese shoes industry, are willing to have purchased the
morning children's shoes to consumers, provide free lifetime service disinfection of shoes, consumers are willing to provide this free
family or friends services. Meanwhile, the company is also willing to go wrong for this batch sampling, including Adidas shoes of the
brand to provide consumers with free disinfection services. 
Tip: 
The company said in the morning, children's shoes industry for many years indeed there are many neglected issues, including the
sampling of the heavy metals exceeded, harmful dyes, etc., but also produced in the course of the shoes worn, but often parents
Ignore bacteria, odor, sweat, have seriously affected children's feet and even physical health. 
To this end, in the morning lasted several years research and development company, has been launched at the end of 2014 the only
industry, a national patent shoes sterilizer, with sterilization, deodorizing, disinfecting three functions for heavy metals and toxic dyes
are also very Inhibition strong. The sterilizer is being gradually put on the national chain monopoly terminal system. Morning, the
company said, will be free for all consumers to buy shoes in the morning to provide product life-long sterilization and disinfection
services. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear News)
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] National Football League (NFL) shows the league 32 teams of new jersey on the 3rd in
Brooklyn. New Jersey by Nike, Reebok uniforms previously used the new season will be replaced. 
Nike produced the new NFL jersey in material and design have improved the use of lighter and more breathable made of fiber,



without increasing the weight jersey, an increase in the inside and outside layers of protection pad shirts players around ankle socks
also increased pad design for ankle protection more favorable. 
In the opening scene of the new jerseys, NFL all 32 teams have sent representatives to try on new shirts, and display. 32 team, 28
uses a new material and design shirt, another four teams - the Carolina Cougars, bald eagle Philadelphia, Atlanta Falcons and
Green Bay Packers uphold the conservative route, still using the previous jersey design and materials, only to be replaced by the
Nike brand. 
Seattle Seahawks jerseys biggest change, new jersey with dark blue-based, Seahawks helmet on a more aggressive design and
adds bannersGSH (former coach initials) Chicago Bears jersey significantly enlarge to commemorate the former coach George &
middotS & middotHalas. Won the Super Bowl this season, the New York Giants players Cruz said the new jersey is more smooth,
more personal, you should help him get rid of the defensive player. "This shirt is more suitable for your body type, relatively tight, so
the other party can not hold you, this is the most crucial factor for me. I want to ensure smoother shirts, so that I can quickly get rid of
the defense, and will not be caught live and down, "Cruise has described the feeling of New Jersey. New Jersey to attend the
unveiling of the star players, including NFL Pittsburgh Steelers Rose Rees Berg, Baltimore Ravens Rice, San Francisco 49ers Alex
& middotSmith and New England Patriots Wilk . (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional Footwear
News)
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